
CRACKING THE CHANGE
CODE PROGRAM

 A SIX MONTH 1:1 PROGRAM FOR 
LEADERS OF CHANGE

"Tanya delivers her
expertise in change
management in a way that
is positive and aspirational
- embracing change as
something to look 
forward to. 

Her coaching and guidance
is invaluable."

 
Cayte Hoppner, 
Executive Director Mental Health 
Cracking the Change Code
Program Participant.

 

www.tanyaheaneyvoogt.com



Leading 
Self

Would you benefit from real time access to a change expert as well as
practical tools, tactics and templates as you work through your change
project?  

Yes, I would have loved that too when I was in your shoes, which is exactly
why I developed the Cracking the Change Code program in late 2020,
after 25+ years of leading change across the health and public sector.

Despite the fact that change is a given in contemporary workplaces, the
presence of internal change managers is still rare, leaving Senior Leaders
and HR/OD practitioners frustrated by the time and mental energy being
expended as they try to deliver on complex change projects and overcome
employee resistance to the change - with little or no support or knowledge
and a raft of competing demands.

This program supports Leaders of Change to design and manage their
change project. Through monthly tactical coaching sessions and real time
consultancy and support outside of these sessions, you will deliver on your
change goals, and shift the behaviours, beliefs and attitudes you need to,
along the way.

Not only will you learn the way to manage change that makes all of your
future change initiatives easier, but you'll reclaim much needed time and
energy and strengthen your workplace culture not detract from it.

You'll also get complimentary access to our Change Champions Lunch
Club and Change Champions Virtual Workshops where we deep dive with
other change leaders into change topics to compliment your learnings and
find solutions to complex change problems. I can't wait to have you join
us!
 

Are you a Senior Leader or HR/OD practitioner
driving change in your workplace?

www.tanyaheaneyvoogt.com        
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Pre-Program Survey 

Six 1:1 Monthly Tactical Coaching Sessions providing specialised
guidance and advice on your change initiative. (fortnightly if pref.)

Workplace Change Risk, Readiness and Resistance Assessments 

Change Project Health Status Report - A detailed report containing
recommendations based on results of analytics.

Change Toolkit  - A suite of e-tools and templates that you can
customise and use again in other change initiatives. Plus, our
Overcoming Change Resistance training video.

Resource: How to Implement Successful Change - Jeffrey M. Hiatt

Resource:  Employee's Survival Guide to Change - Jeffrey M. Hiatt

Complimentary access to the Cracking the Change Code:
   Change Champions Club; and
   Change Champions Webinars (each held bi-monthly)

Regular insights delivered straight to your inbox to support you in your
workplace change journey.

Phone and Email support outside of monthly sessions.

Program Participant Kit - Including 2 x A3 laminated resources and
other goodies.

Program Inclusions

Investment 
$5750.00 + GST

"Tanya demonstrates

extensive knowledge

and understanding"

Exec Director

Mental Health
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Tanya is a mentally healthy workplaces
specialist and cultural change leader with
more than 25+ years as an experienced
business professional leading and observing
organisational change and seeing the impact
of poorly managed change on psychological
safety within the workplace. 

As a Leadership and Change Coach, Tanya
has supported many established and
emerging executives to manage change in
environments where this is the norm;
assisting them to lead effective and
psychologically safe change and manage
change resistance which so often
hamstrings organisational efforts and
impacts on leaders and followers alike.

Tanya is a Prosci Certified Change
Practitioner, and an International Coach
Federation Associate Certified Coach.

She is a member of the Change
Management Institute of Australia and
Professional member of the Australian
Human Resources Institute.  

Tanya holds a Master of Business
Administration from Deakin University, and
Diploma of Workplace & Business Coaching.
She is currently undertaking further post
graduate study into human behaviours in
response to change.  

About Tanya

    www.tanyaheaneyvoogt.com   
     Mob: 0438 513 929  

tanya@tanyaheaneyvoogt.com 
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You are intrinsically motivated to achieve on your workplace change
objectives.

You want to lead workplace change in a way that supports and
motivates yourself and others.

You would benefit from a toolkit of practical tools and resources you
can apply in your change work now and going forward.

You want to know more about the human behaviours in response to
change, such as, why do people resist and what you can do to help
transition people successfully.

You are grappling with multiple changes and/or have a large change
project as an added extra (you know, for in your spare time!)

You are driving culture or inclusion change with little internal support
or resources.

You would benefit from a back pocket change consultant for those
challenges that arise outside of the tactical sessions.

You've been asked to lead a change project and have little or no formal
change qualifications or experience.

Why Join this Program?

Still not sure if this program is for you?  
Call Tanya on 0438 513 929 for a chat

about your current change challenges.


